ABSTRACT As a novel financing method, peer-to-peer (P2P) lending has drawn extensive attention as it provides those financers who cannot participate in the traditional financial market with funds. In P2P lending marketplaces, one of the crucial challenges that P2P online lending platforms are facing is to accurately predict the default risk of each loan by tapping into default prediction models, thus effectively helping P2P lending companies avoid credit risks. That traditional credit risk prediction models fail to meet the demand of P2P lending companies for default risk prediction, which is because of the uneven distribution of credit data samples in the P2P lending marketplaces (i.e., the default sampled data are scarce). In this paper, we designed a multi-round ensemble learning model based on heterogeneous ensemble frameworks to predict default risk. In this model, an extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) is initially used for ensemble learning, and the XGBoost, deep neural network, and logistic regression are then regarded as heterogeneous individual learners to undergo a linear weighted fusion. To verify the designed default risk prediction model, real credit data from a famous P2P online lending marketplace in China were used in a test. The results of the experiment indicate that this model can effectively increase the predictive accuracy compared with traditional machine learning models and ensemble learning models.
I. INTRODUCTION
In China, P2P lending has achieved development as an innovative financing model. That is due to its reliance on an endto-end financing model made possible by the information technology and the Internet, which eliminates the involvement of traditional financial intermediaries. Such a financial model facilitates money to conveniently move from people who are rich in funds to the hands of those who are in need of them, thereby reducing operating costs of the market, improving the efficiency of funds allocation, and in the meantime, making the lending process more transparent [1] . Starting in 2007 when the first P2P online lending platformPPDai -launched its online operations, P2P lending marketplaces in China have gained rapid development. By 2014, the number of platforms had exceeded 1000. As of the end of August 2017, the balance of loans in the online lending market totaled 1.12 trillion yuan and the number of operating platforms were as high as 2,065. The credit risk arising from the rapid growth of P2P lending marketplaces should not be neglected. Presently, the balance of problematic loans is around 29.37 billion yuan, amounting to about 2.62% of the balance of loans in the industry as of the end of August 2017.
Given P2P online loans are mostly unsecured credit loans generated through online lending platforms rather than financial intermediaries, the assessment of default risk in these loans becomes increasingly prominent [2] , [3] . In the meantime, despite being an innovative financing model, P2P lending can still inevitably acquire the risk commonly seen in traditional financial businesses. Thus, default risk prediction plays an important role in the quest of better facilitating P2P lending companies to identify credit risk and avoid losses. As can be found through analyses, the samples of credit data generated by Chinese P2P lending companies are characterized by high dimensions, imbalanced class distribution and large sample sizes. With respect to such high-dimensional, imbalanced and large-sized credit risk data, predicting default risk can be boiled down to a binary classification problemparticularly given the fact that the existence of imbalanced data has resulted in very few number of samples under the category of ''default'', making it a huge challenge for financial institutions, especially P2P lending companies, to accurately make predictions out of the high-dimensional and imbalanced credit data.
The P2P lending marketplace consists of innumerable individual lenders and borrowers through the Internet platforms. Although in real financial environment defaulting behaviors of loan applicants are rare cases compared to those who make regular repayments, defaults still take place from time to time [4] . In the literature relating to prediction of default risk, many researchers have proposed a broad range of classification technologies, including statistical techniques such as linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and logistic regression, as well as nonparametric models like k-nearest neighbor and decision trees [5] , [6] . In addition, machine learning techniques, such as the neural network and support vector machine [7] - [9] , have also been used. However, the abovementioned models are not very effective in solving the classification of imbalanced data [10] . The later-proposed sampling methods, including the most common applied under-sampling and over-sampling methods, are used to change the original distribution of imbalanced data by eliminating samples of majority class and increasing those of minority class [11] , [12] . Moreover, the Bagging and Boosting based ensemble methods are also widely used to deal with imbalanced data [13] - [15] . However, these methods adopt addition of minority class instances or deletion of majority class stances in order to change the original distribution of imbalanced data, in which some useful data may get eliminated.
Based on the analysis above, this paper designed a multi-round ensemble learning model based on heterogeneous ensemble frameworks to predict default risks. First, an ensemble learning of a data set which has undergone preprocessing and feature engineering was initially performed by using an extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) model; then, parameter tuning in XGBoost for another training was conducted to obtain prediction result. In addition, the impact that each variable type in the credit data set exerts in the default risk prediction model can be known through the XGBoost model. Then, ensemble learning and linear weighted fusion of the XGBoost model and the logistic regression (LR) model, both treated as heterogeneous individual learners, were performed to obtain default prediction results from cleansed credit data set. Finally, another round of ensemble learning and linear weighted fusion of the XGBoost model, the deep neural network (DNN) model and the LR model, treated as heterogeneous individual learners, were performed, followed by the default prediction performed on data set to obtain predictive results. At last, predictive results obtained from each round of ensemble learning were compared and analyzed. The experimental results indicate that the prediction model proposed by this paper can effectively improve the accuracy of prediction.
Other sections of this paper are outlined as follows. In Section 2, relevant literature is reviewed. In Section 3, methods and models adopted in this paper are discussed, that is, three heterogeneous individual learners -XGBoost, DNN and LR -are employed to undergo ensemble learning and linear weighted fusion in a multi-round ensemble learning model based on heterogeneous ensemble frameworks. The experiment part is discussed in Section 4, which includes the introduction of the data sets, experiment settings such as data pre-processing and feature engineering, and comparison and analysis of predictive results of models. Finally, the summary of the paper is provided in Section 5.
II. RELATED LITERATURE
In the P2P lending marketplace, a personal credit-based model is largely adopted in microfinance lending, in which an individual's transaction detail lists and other credit records are used for qualification verification, while almost no mortgage or pledge is required to be provided by customers as in bank loan applications [16] . This could result in the presence of risk, which cannot be transferred through the means of pledging. In the P2P lending marketplace, the default risk of a borrower mainly stems from the occurrence of borrower's credit risk, which are mainly due to two reasons: first, insufficient willingness of performing contracts in credit receivers (i.e., the borrowers); second, inability to perform contracts despite such a willingness [2] . Thus, if the default risk of a borrower were to happen owing to a variety of changes arising from the life of a loan, this can eventually lead to financial losses of the creditor (i.e., the P2P lending platform). Therefore, many researchers have conducted plenty of studies, proposed a large number of models and approaches, and produced abundant research achievements in how to accurately predict credit risk levels of customers of P2P lending and avoid the occurrence of default risk [17] - [23] .
As found in studies of classification problems such as prediction of default risk, the numbers of different classes of training samples could vary significantly, which is known as the ''class-imbalance'' problem [24] . The classification of imbalanced data has received growing attentions and become one of the hottest research topics in the field of machine learning. In traditional machine learning studies, most classification algorithms assume that the prior probability of each class of samples is distributed evenly or the misclassification costs are identical. However, such an assumption does not necessarily hold true in the real world. In the case of imbalanced data, the information of minority class samples will be drowned in massive majority class samples, resulting in an exceedingly higher rate of classification error in the former than in the latter, as well as poorer generalization capacity of classifiers [25] , [26] . Thus, the classification problem of imbalanced data constitutes one of the major difficulties in areas of data mining and machine learning. In the meantime, although the minority class samples generated from economic and financial fields, including those related to credit risk prediction and identification, credit card fraud detection, and market and business behavior VOLUME 6, 2018 analysis, etc., are rare, the accurate identification of minority classes is often of more value than that of majority classes, and people tend to pay more attention to the classification correctness of minority class samples [26] , [27] . Thus, studying the classification problem of imbalanced data is of great significance. The performance metrics of imbalanced data classification is no longer determined by the overall identification rate of classifiers, instead, the classification accuracy in minority classes has received more attentions. Later, with advancement in studies of imbalanced data, classification algorithms based on imbalanced data have drawn ever greater attentions. Traditionally classical approaches to improve the overall performance of classifiers for imbalanced data mainly include resampling techniques at the data reconstruction level, and improvement of classical algorithms and proposition of new algorithms at the algorithm level.
The resampling technique refers to an approach in which the under-sampling method is adopted for majority class samples while the over-sampling method for minority class samples in a training sample set, in order to improve the extent to which the classes of training samples are evenly distributed, making it an effective approach to boost the performance of classifiers for imbalanced data [28] . Under the premise that minimum information loss is ensured and the majority of useful samples that are conducive to classification learning are retained, the core problems that need to be addressed in data reconstruction are: eliminating massive noisy information and significantly reduce the imbalance of data. Data resampling technique mainly consists of two basic methods: undersampling and over-sampling [29] . Under-sampling technique, including approaches such as random under-sampling of majority class, neighborhood cleaning rule, condensed nearest neighbor rule, one-sided selection and Tomek Links, etc., is mainly used to remove majority class samples in a training set. In this process, some potentially useful majority class samples may also get removed, resulting in reduced performance of classifiers [30] . Over-sampling technique, including approaches such as random copy of original minority samples and SMOTE, is mainly used to increase the minority class samples in a training set [31] . When over-sampling technique is adopted to deal with the data with imbalanced distribution of classes, the simplest method is to copy minority class samples. However, excessive copy of original minority class samples would lead to the over-fit phenomena, and in the meantime, prolonged training time for classifiers as the new samples increase. On the other hand, the most typical over-sampling method is SMOTE, which can effectively reduce overfitting as a result of mechanical copy of minority class samples, thus improving the generalization capacity of classifiers [32] .
Ensemble learning is a machine learning approach where multiple learners are trained to solve the classification problem. The central concept is to combine several ''weak leaners'' into a ''strong learner'', thereby eventually boosting the performance of classifiers. Thus, ensemble learning has been attracting increasing attentions and more broadly use. LK Hansen and P Salamon pioneered an ensemble method for neural networks by which multiple neural networks can be trained and the training results can be combined to significantly improve the generalization capacity of learners in neural networks [33] . Through the approach of constructing functions, RE Schapire demonstrated that multiple weak learners can be boosted into a strong learner, creating the prototype of the Boosting algorithms. The Boosting algorithm proposed by RE Schapire runs into difficulty in solving actual problems as it requires prior knowledge of the lower bound of the learning algorithm's generalization capacity, which is usually unavailable. Later, Y Freud and RE Schapire made further refinement by proposing the AdaBoost algorithm. Over recent years, improved algorithms, including those of AdaBoost.M1, AdaBoost.M2, AdaBoost.MR and AdaBoost.MH, have been proposed on the basis of the AdaBoost algorithm [33] , [36] . In the application of machine learning in classification of imbalanced data, traditional machine learning approach usually adopt the overall identification rate as the performance evaluation criteria for classifiers. That makes predictive results biased towards majority class samples, while minority class ones are often neglected or regarded as noise. However, it is minority class samples that often draw special attentions in real life. One of the characteristics of minority class samples themselves is the severe scarcity of sample data, thus it is very hard to generalize existing rules if just minority class samples are explored. L Breiman proposed a Bagging ensemble learning algorithm capable of effectively improve the generalization capacity of classifiers [37] . This algorithm no longer requires prior knowledge of the lower bound of generalization, thus is more broadly applicable [38] .
When applying artificial intelligence and machine learning approach, unitarily adopting classification algorithms could result in poor effectiveness in dealing with complicated problems and the classification problem of imbalanced data [39] - [41] . When a unitary classification model is used to learn the training data, results obtained from a model with the highest training accuracy are often selected as the final results. However, the generalization capacity of such a learning model on test data sets is less than ideal. Moreover, despite that most ensemble methods rely on single base learners to produce homogenous ensembles, heterogenous ensembles which are combined by multiple heterogeneous individual learners are increasingly gaining attentions. As found in studies of classification algorithms related in ensemble learning, using multiple individual classifiers in ensemble can effectively solve overfitting of individual learning models, and produce superior predictive results and better generalization capacity in most imbalanced data sets [42] . Therefore, in this paper, XGBoost, DNN and LR models were selected as individual learners for a heterogeneous ensemble, and a default risk prediction was performed on credit data of P2P lending, achieving a fairly good predictive effect. 
III. PROPOSED MODELS A. FRAMEWORK OF DEFAULT PREDICTION MODEL BASED ON ENSEMBLE LEARNING
The heterogeneous individual learners used in the default prediction model proposed in this paper based on multiple-round ensemble learning are XGBoost, DNN, and LR. XGBoost, as an expansion of the gradient boosting system, demonstrates fast, efficient and configurable features, and it can improve the precision of the classification system. And meanwhile, XGBoost has been used to train models in Kaggle machine learning contests for many times and won championships. A typical deep learning model, DNN is a very deep neural network featuring a large amount of parameters and a high capacity, which means that it can perform more complicated learning tasks. And LR, as a classic classification method in statistical learning, is often used for modeling of credit risk. This is because LR produces not only less strict presumptions but also results between 0 and 1, which can be interpreted as probabilities of specific observations in a particular set of a certain group. Based on the above analysis, the above three heterogeneous individual learners were used to build a default risk prediction model for P2P lending through linear weighted fusion. The flow chart of the model's frame structure is shown in Fig. 1 .
B. DATA ANALYSIS AND PROCESSING
At first, it' necessary to clean the credit dataset before building the default prediction model, so that the dataset can be used in the model. In data preprocessing and feature engineering, missing values and abnormal values of feature attributes are counted and processed, including deletion and padding. For categorical data, geospatial data and other unstructured multi-source data, the methods of sorting, one-hot encoding, etc., are used for processing. After adding and formally transforming the features of new datasheet built by consolidating the datasheet and the original features of the datasheet, the features are dynamically processed according to the cross-validation feedback results of the model, and the degree of importance of the variable data in the dataset is output by the XGBoost model.
C. MODEL TRAINING FOR XGBOOST
As a heterogeneous individual learner, XGBoost (extreme gradient boosting) itself is an ensemble model. It, an advanced gradient boosting (GB) system, is proposed by Chen and Guestrin and can be obtained freely as an open source package [43] . XGBoost can optimize the objective function and its estimates. Fast, efficient and extendable, the system delivers excellent performance on many standard classification benchmarks. Different from the traditional gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT) which only uses the first-order derivative information, XGBoost conducts second-order Taylor series expansion on loss functions and adds regular terms in addition to the objective function to get optimal solutions overall so as to weigh the decrease of the objective function and the complexity of the model and thus avoid over-fitting.
Next, we used the XGBoost model to pre-train the data set. XGBoost has a large number of parameters, very difficult to produce excellent model performance, and thus hyperparameter optimization was required. Here, importance was placed on the iterative training of six parameters, namely, eta, gamma, max_depth, min_child_weight, colsample_bylevel, and lambda so as to find their optimal values. In addition, model-based feature selection was used to select features. This was because model learning and feature selection were performed simultaneously. And the decision tree based algorithm could output the significance of the features after the training of the model was completed. Therefore, we used XGBoost model to conduct feature selection, which produced high efficiency and precision.
D. ENSEMBLE TRAINING
At last, after pre-training and hyperparameter optimization of the model, once again we used ensemble learning to perform linear weighted fusion on the three heterogeneous individual learners, that is, XGBoost, DNN, and LR. DNN (deep neural network), a typical deep learning method, is a neural network with at least two hidden layers. The traditional multi-layer feedforward network with a single hidden layer already has a very strong learning ability. However, obviously it is more effective to add hidden layers than to add nerve cells on the hidden layer, which is because the addition of hidden layers increases not only the number of neurons that have an activation function but also the number of network layers of the activation function [44] . Therefore, with DNN as a default risk prediction model, its input layers matched the feature space of the credit samples and its output layers contained dichotomous results, that is, default or normal. All layers were composed of neurons and work as elementary units of the DNN model. LR (logistic regression) was a typical classification method in machine learning, which was a statistics-based learning model with sound statistical basis and interpretability. However, due to the linear limitation of LR on variable relations, it was difficult to get the optimal precision. Therefore, its features could be given full play during modeling: (1) it reduced over-fitting by adding an L2 penalty function; (2) it served as a benchmark in rapid assessments on data cleansing effects and model phenotypes; (3) it made predictions by weighting and combining models of different structures to supplement the precision and robustness of the original model.
After that, XGBoost was combined with multiple models. This is because the starting point of XGBoost is that all variables are completely independent and approach to the real correlation through superposition of the dichotomous correlations of the decision tree. And the starting point of the neural network is that variables are full of complicated nonlinear correlations and approach to the real correlation through constant optimization of the network weight. Structures of the two models are highly complementary. In addition, LR is a simple, fast, and robust algorithm featuring high interpretability. At last, we used the weighted average method to combine models. Although it was to conduct linear complementation using partial independence of different models at the same level based on very limited knowledge about statistics and machine learning, at least it was robust as a method improving single-model results and avoiding increased over-fitting risks in a time and effort saving manner.
Therefore, the multiple-round ensemble learning model based on the heterogeneous ensemble framework designed in this paper was used to predict default risk, and it integrated XGBoost, DNN, and LR together as heterogeneous individual learners to conduct multiple times of ensemble learning as well as linear weighted fusion. First, XGBoost was used as an initial ensemble learning model to perform pre-training and then, the hyperparameters of the model were optimized to get an optimized predicting result. According to comparative analysis, the predicting result was better than that after training of DNN and LR models. Then, XGBoost model and LR model were further trained through linear weighted fusion. And finally, ensemble learning was conducted among XGBoost model, DNN model, and LR model. The model prediction precision after multiple times of ensemble learning was the highest, indicating that the model proposed in this paper delivered excellent performance.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS ANALYSIS A. DATA DESCRIPTION
The experimental data in this paper come from a well-known P2P lending enterprise in China. The credit dataset is the credit transaction data of the clients, including the credit default tag (dependent variable), modeling foundation and processing field (independent variable), original data of relevant user's network behavior, etc. The dataset is composed of three Comma-Separated Values (CSV) files, namely Master CSV, Log_Info CSV and Userupdate_Info CSV. Those files respectively record the borrowers' ID, characteristics, network behavior, education information, third party information, social network information, loan transaction time, default tag and other credit data information. There are 228 columns in Master CSV, 5 columns in Log_Info CSV and 4 columns in Userupdate_Info CSV, as shown in Table 1 . As the three CSV files are linked by the Idx field of each table, there are a combined total of 80,000 borrowers, after the P2P lending credit dataset is consolidated. Finally, in order to verify the validity and accuracy of the prediction model proposed in this paper, we use 75% of the borrow data in the credit dataset for training and the remaining 25% for testing. Additionally, in the test, the ten-fold cross-validation is also used.
B. DATA PROCESSING AND FEATURE ENGINEERING
Before a credit dataset is used for default risk prediction, it's necessary to do the necessary data preprocessing and feature engineering. First of all, in this credit dataset, in addition to Master CSV, there are two CSV files, namely Log_Info and Userupdate_Info which are related to the historical records of a borrower and should be consolidated with the master file of Master CSV. The historical records are grouped by index, and various rows of information are summarized to each column, so that each index corresponds to the only line that leads to the main file. After the Master CSV and Log_Info CSV, Userupdate_Info CSV are consolidated with the field ''Idx'' as the only index, the file in the HDF5 (Hierarchical Data Format version 5) data format is finally generated to facilitate the reading by the computer. 
FIGURE 2. Ratio of missing attributions.
Second, in the field of credit risk identification and prediction, the perfection of the borrower's information will also affect its credit rating. Credit rating of the client with 100% perfect information can be more accurately predicted than that of the client with 50% perfect information. Based on this, we conducted a multi-dimensional analysis and processing of missing values. The number of missing values can be calculated by column (feature attribute), and the missing ratio of each column can be further obtained.
FIG. 2 displays the attributes with the missing value and the corresponding deletion ratios. As you can see from the figure, the missing value ratio for WeblogInfo_1 and WeblogInfo_3 is 97%. Thus, we remove two columns, as they basically contain no useful credit information. The missing value ratio for UserInfo_11, UserInfo_12, and UserInfo_13 which are categorical is 63%, and the missing values are populated with −1. ''Whether to miss'' is treated as another category here. Other numeric attributes with smaller missing value ratio are populated with the median value. In addition, the number of missing values can be used as a feature to measure the perfection of user credit information. In the control of credit risk, historical records of each loan, such as its start time and the total frequency of information updating, etc., are also important for measuring the behavior of borrowers. Furthermore, occurrence frequency of each type of sub-event is counted, so as to dig out more relevant factors that affect the credit of borrowers.
Then, there are 190 numeric feature attributes in the original credit data. By calculating the standard deviation between attribute values, some of the features with small changes are removed. Table 2 lists 15 feature attributes whose standard deviation is close to 0, and which are removed.
The points which are inconsistent with the general behavior or features of other sample points in sample space are called outliers. Considering that the anomalous feature of outliers may be a multi-dimensional combination, a small number of outliers are removed by analyzing the number of missing values of sample attributes. Here, we adopt a simple and effective method to judge the outliers: training the original data with XGBoost model to get the importance of outputting feature with XGBoost model. On the basis of this, we choose the most important top 20 feature attributes (as shown in Fig. 3) , and count the number of missing values of each sample in terms of 20 features. Then, take and remove the samples with missing values greater than 10 as outliers, which should be removed to facilitate the learning process.
In addition, other processing including the conversion of upper and lower cases of characters, treatment of whitespaces and city names were performed. (1) With respect to upper and lower cases of characters such as the UserupdateInfo1 field in the Userupdate_Info sheet, their attribute values were extracted as per English characters which encompassed both upper and lower cases. For instance, the characters of ''QQ'' and ''qQ'' apparently should be assigned the same value. Thus, we uniformly converted all characters into lower case letters. (2) With respect to whitespaces such as the UserInfo_9 fields containing whitespace characters in the Master Sheet, such as ''ZhongguoYidong'' and ''Zhongguo Yidong'', the same values were assigned to them after removing the whitespaces. (3) With respect to city names such as ''Chongqing'' and ''Chongqing City'' contained in UserInfo_8, the character ''City'' was removed since they actually refer to the same city.
Finally, the information on all geographical locations has undergone a categorical processing, where city names were replaced by longitudes and latitudes which had been collected from the sheet. In this way, categorical variables can be converted into numerical ones (for instance, ''Beijing'' can be replaced by the latitude and longitude value 39.92, 116.46, thereby obtaining two numerical characteristics on northern latitude and eastern longitude). As many algorithms (such as logistic regression and neural network models, etc.) can only deal with numerical characteristics, the categorical characteristics in the data set need to be encoded. We adopted a one-hot coding scheme to obtain 0-1 characteristics, thus resolving classifiers' inability to deal with categorical characteristics.
C. HYPER-PARAMETERS OPTIMIZATION
Nonparametric classification algorithms used to predict default are almost rare. Thus, the hyperparameters must be optimized to boost the predicative power of algorithms. Firstly, hyperparameter optimization refers to the method of finding a group of parameters from possible value ranges of variables to help machine learning algorithms achieve satisfactory effects. Secondly, most machine learning algorithms require a vast amount of time in training, while some parameters need to be configured ahead of the training. Thus, these variables impose great impacts on training results. However, there is no such a group of variables that are suitable for all data sets, that means they should be specifically configured in particular applications. For instance, SVM involves hyperparameters like the kernel function and regular coefficient, decision tree involves tree building and pruning strategies, while neural network contains a large number of hyperparameters. In real-world applications, manual parameter tuning is employed as a relatively traditional approach to obtaining experiential value or grid search; however, when the number of hyperparameters is too large (larger than 5, for instance), the above parameter tuning approach usually results in lesser effects than random searching.
Simply put, approaches like manual search, grid search and random search are all popular strategies applied in hyperparameter optimization. In this paper, a Python libraryHyperopt was selected as the parameter tuning tool. The open source library of Hyperopt has provided automatic optimization algorithms and software structure for hyperparameters, while Hyperopt has provided interfaces to transfer parametric spaces and evaluate functions. Presently, it supports three optimization algorithms including random search, simulated annealing, and Tree-of-Parcen-Estimators (TPE). Nowadays, Hyperopt can already be used in deep neural networks, convolutional neural networks and Scikit-Learn open source machine learning library (a Python-based open source scientific computing package). TPE has been used for careful tuning and optimization of hyperparameters in XGBoost.
Prior to parameter tuning and optimization, an XGBoost model was used to predict default on credit data, obtaining the AUC value of 0.7850. After the employment of the TPE optimization package provided by Hyperopt, the results obtained are shown as in Fig. 4 . As can be seen, after 30 iterations, the optimization has facilitated the XGBoost model to achieve an average prediction accuracy of 0.7869 in predicting defaults. A comparison found that the XGBoost model that had undergone hyperparameter optimization indeed resulted in improved prediction accuracy by 0.24% than before.
D. PERFORMANCE METRICS
In this paper, the AUC score (the score of area under ROC curve) is used as the evaluation criteria for the default risk prediction model [40] , [41] . In the traditional binary default prediction algorithms related to balanced data, the prediction accuracy is usually used as an evaluation indicator. However, for the binary default prediction related to imbalanced data, the prediction accuracy cannot really reflect the performance of the classifier. Thus, if the accuracy acts as the evaluation indicator, the prediction model will predict the default clients as normal and cannot accurately identify the default clients, because the class labels are very imbalanced in the datasets. For example, in the training dataset in this dataset, normal users (i.e., non-default users) accounts for 92.7% of the totals. If a classifier predicts all users as normal, the classification accuracy of this classifier is up to 92.7%. However, in fact, such a classifier is of no real value, as it is unable to identify the default user. Our ultimate goal is to successfully identify the default clients in the credit dataset. Therefore, the precision evaluation criteria commonly used in binary problems is not applicable to imbalanced datasets.
E. RESULT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
After cleaning the credit dataset and performing feature engineering, we start to pre-train the model and get the unoptimized prediction results. First, the credit data is pre-trained using the XGBoost model to obtain the AUC score of 0.7850. Then, parameters of the XGBoost model are optimized by Hyperopt, a Python open source library. Here, Hyperopt provides an optimization interface that accepts an evaluation function and parameter space, calculates the loss function value for a point in the parameter space, and also requires specifying the distribution of parameters in the space. There are four important factors to Hyperopt, including specifying the function that needs to be minimized, the search space, trails database (optional), and the search algorithm (optional). 6 parameters of the XGBoost model, namely eta, gamma, max_depth, min_child_weight, colsample_bylevel and lambda are optimized with Hyperopt. After 30 iterations of hyperparameter optimization, the prediction result of XGBoost model is 0.7869, which is improved compared with the result not optimized, as shown in Table 3 .
From the analysis of Fig. 4 and Table 3 , it can be seen that after optimization by hyperparameters, the AUC score of the prediction result is 0.7670 and 0.7751 respectively for DNN model and LR model which are both trained for 30 iterations as single individual learners. By comparing three different prediction results after hyperparameter optimization, it can be found that after a single ensemble learning, the prediction accuracy of the XGBoost model is higher than that of DNN and LR models, which illustrates that the single ensemble learning method can overtop the traditional machine learning models in predicting the credit risk default. With model-based feature selection methods, we know the importance of each type of variable in the default risk prediction model. Here, based on the XGBoost model, the process of training XGBoost is the process of ranking the features by their importance. As shown in Fig. 5 , although the number of ThirdParty variable is roughly the same as that of the UserInfo variable, the ThirdParty variable carries the highest weight and therefore plays the most significant role in the model. That is to say, the ThirdParty variable is the most influential factor. At the same time, it can be observed that the impact of the Education variable in the model is minimal. In other words, whether a person violates the contract or not is not completely determined by credit information such as educational background.
Subsequently, the ensemble learning method was continuously employed to jointly treat the XGBoost, DNN and LR models as heterogenous ensemble individual learners. Again, the ensemble learning method was employed to fuse the three models above by using linear weighting method. From Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , we can see that after the fusion of XGBoost and LR models, the optimal weight ratio of them in the linear fusion is 0.9:0.1, and the AUC value is 0.7882. After that, another round of linear weighting fusion across XGBoost, DNN and LR models were performed, which eventually produced a multi-ensemble learning model based on heterogeneous ensemble frameworks which is used to predict the default risks of P2P lending customers, where the optimal weight ratio of the linear fusion is 0.75:0.20:0.05, and the AUC value is 0.7891. A comparatively analysis and validation found that the multi-round ensemble learning model has resulted in superior performance in predicting default risk of P2P online customers.
The XGBoost, DNN and LR models have been treated as individual learners for heterogeneous ensemble to undergo a linear weighting fusion. After hyperparameter optimization by using the Hyperopt, a Python-based open source library, the three models produced individual predicative results on default risks, as shown in Table 2 . These results indicate that XGBoost, as an ensemble learning model itself, is of certain applicability to predicting default risk of P2P borrowers. Following optimization of the DNN model, we have found that although prediction accuracy of an individual DNN is relative low, the performance of models can be further improved through the complementary effect of their structures. After parameter tuning, we obtained the optimal weight ratio for the combination of XGBoost, DNN and LR models being 0.75:0.20:0.05. The final predicative AUC value of such an ensemble model can reach 0.7891, as shown in Figure 5 and Table 2 , indicating that the model has achieved an ideal predicative effect.
In conclusion, the linear weighted fusion model proposed in this paper, which uses heterogeneous individual learners for multiple integrations, is used to predict the client default in Chinese P2P lending marketplace and achieve good results. Our experiments verify that the repeated ensemble learning model has strong applicability in predicting the P2P credit risk, which is high-dimensional with imbalanced class distribution and large samples. At present, China's lending marketplace is developing rapidly with an increasing market capacity. Therefore, there is a strong demand for credit risk identification. Provision of an effective default risk prediction model has an important practical demand for raising the industry risk management level.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a multi-round ensemble learning model of heterogeneous ensemble frameworks comprised of XGBoost, DNN and LR individual learners, which was used to predict the default risk of P2P borrowers in China. In the ensemble model, we firstly used XGBoost as the main modeling algorithm to the initial ensemble, producing better performances in terms of prediction accuracy, robustness, application range and running speed, etc. Then, complementary algorithms of DNN and LR were applied to boost the model's final prediction accuracy. The LR algorithm enjoyed high modelling speed and better performances in evaluating and interpreting the model. Additionally, the DNN algorithm excelled at exploiting complex non-linear relations, thus complementing the improvement of prediction accuracy of the ensemble model.
During data cleansing and pre-processing, a statistical treatment was performed on each characteristic attribute of the data set as per simple statistics (such as the median, variance, quartile, maximum and minimum values), followed by the cleansing of variables. The purpose of these procedures is to convert all variables into numerical variables for modelling under the premise that effective information has been retained to the highest extent. All categorical variables were converted into 0-1 variables by using the one-hot encoding scheme. By now, all variables have been converted into numerical variables. The majority of variables with missing or the same values were deleted in order to eliminate as many as possible the redundant variables containing very little effective information. Later, the median (or mean value) was used to fill in missing values, followed by the standardization of required data. In doing so, the cleansed data can be used for modelling.
Considering the poor performance of traditional classifiers in dealing with imbalanced data, as well as the difference of the case from traditional ensemble models, the XGBoost model was used in the initial ensemble, improving the default prediction accuracy of P2P borrowers -the AUC valueto 0.7869 after experiencing hyperparameter optimization. Following the initial ensemble, the XGBoost, DNN and LR algorithms were used again for linear weighting fusion, eventually boosting the prediction accuracy -the AUC value -to 0.7891 and thus producing superior performance. 
